# Good Reads for Year 9

## Fantasy
- Frank BEDDOR  *The looking glass wars*
- Julie BERTAGNA  *Exodus*
- Nancy FARMER  *Sea of Trolls*
- Cornelia FUNKE  *Reckless*
- Lian HEARN  *Across the nightingale floor*
- Mary HOFFMAN  *Stravaganza*
- Garth NIX  *Sabriel*
- Christopher PAOLINI  *Eragon*
- Susan PRICE  *The Sterkarm handshake*
- Philip PULLMAN  *Northern lights*
- Jonathan STROUD  *Amulet of Samarkand*
- Scott WESTERFELD  *Leviathan*

## Animals
- Sam ANGUS  *A horse called Hero*
- Gerald DURRELL  *My family and other animals*
- Jack LONDON  *White Fang*
- Kenneth OPPEL  *Half brother*
- Anna SEWELL  *Black Beauty*

## Future + SF
- Douglas ADAMS  *Hitchhiker’s guide to the galaxy*
- Malorie BLACKMAN  *Noble conflict*
- Sarah CROSSAN  *Breathe*
- John DICKINSON  *W E*
- Hugh HOWEY  *Wool*
- Oisin MCGANN  *Small-minded giants*
- Gemma MALLEY  *The declaration*
- Kass MORGAN  *The 100*
- Jeff NORTON  *Metawars*
- Dee SHULMAN  *Fever*
- Moira YOUNG  *Blood red road*

## Past + War
- John BOYNE  *Stay where you are and then leave*
- J.P BUXTON  *I am the blade*
- Sharon DOGAR  *Annexed*
- Paul DOWSWELL  *Sektion 20*
- Morris GLEITZMAN  *Once*
- Mary HOOPER  *Fallen Grace*
- Eva IBBOTSON  *A company of swans*
- Conn IGGULDEN  *Emperor*
- Tanya LANDMAN  *The goldsmith’s daughter*
- David MASSEY  *Torn*
- Linda NEWBERY  *The shell house*
- Michelle PAKER  *Gods and warriors*
- Maggie PRINCE  *Raider’s tide*
- Bali RAI  *City of ghosts*
- Celia REES  *Sovay*
- Philip REEVE  *Here lies Arthur*
- Suzy ZAIL  *The wrong boy*
**THRILLS + CRIME**
- Chris BRADFORD  Bodyguard
- Ally CARTER I’d tell you I love you but then I’d have to kill you
- Eoin COLFER  Airman
- Rohit GAVIN  Knightley & Son
- Helen GRANT  Vanishing of Katharina Linden
- Emma HAUGHTON  Now you see me
- Sophie MCKENZIE  Girl, missing
- Andy McNAB  The new recruit
- James PATTERSON  Maximum ride
- Kathy REICHS  Virals
- Chris RYAN  Wildfire
- Craig SIMPSON  Dogfight
- Mike WALKER  Bad company
- Allen ZADOFF  Boy nobody

- Chris PRIESTLEY  Tales of terror from the black ship
- Marcus SEDGWICK  My sword hand is singing
- Maggie STEIFVATER  Linger
- Jonathan STROUD  Lockwood & Co

**HORROR + GHOSTS**
- Tom BECKER  Afterwalkers
- Cassandra CLARE  City of bones
- Anne FINE  The devil walks
- Derek LANDY  Demon Road
- Jonathan MABERRY  Rot and ruin
- Sally NICHOLLS  Close your pretty eyes

- Alexia CASALE  Bone dragon
- Anne-Marie CONWAY  Forbidden friends
- Bryce COURTEMAY  The power of one
- Sarah CROSSAN  One
- Deborah ELLIS  The breadwinner
- Anne FINE  Blood family
- Jack GANTOS  Dead end in Norvelt
- Sally GARDNER  Maggot moon
- William GOLDMAN  Princess bride
- Candy GOURLAY  Tall story
- Julie HEARN  Wreckers
- Tim LOTT  Fearless
- Simon MAYO  Itch
- Andy MULLIGAN  Ribblestrop
- Terry PRATCHETT  Nation
- Bali RAI  Rani and Sukh
- Naima ROBERTS  From Somalia with love
- Dodie SMITH  I capture the castle
- Jenny VALENTINE  Broken soup
### YOUNG ADULT

- Laurie Halse ANDERSON Prom
- Jesse ANDREWS Me and Earl and the dying girl
- Martin BEDFORD Flip
- Malorie BLACKMAN Boys don’t cry
- Judy BLUNDELL What I saw and how I lied
- Kate CANN Leaving Poppy
- Anne CASSIDY Dead time
- Stephen CHBOSKY Perks of being a wallflower
- Lucy CHRISTOPHER Stolen
- Sarah DESSEN Saint anything
- Jennifer DONNELLY A gathering light
- Jenny DOWNHAM Before I die
- Andrew FUKUDA The hunt
- Michael GRANT Gone
- Francis HARDINGE The lie tree
- Ali LEWIS Everybody jam
- Anthony MCGOWAN The knife that killed me
- Sophie MCKENZIE Falling fast
- Katy MORAN Hidden among us
- Sarah MUSSI Riot
- Patrick NESS The knife of never letting go
- Susan PFEFFER Life as we knew it
- Meg ROSOFF What I was
- Rainbow ROWELL Fangirl
- Neal SHUSTERMANN Unwind
- Teri TERRY Slated
- Rachel WARD Numbers
- Elizabeth WEIN Codename Verity
- Scott WESTERFELD Uglies
- Matt WHYMAN Savages
- Benjamin ZEPHANIAH Terror kid
- Gabrielle ZEVIN Elsewhere

### BIOGRAPHY

- Ishmael BEAH a long way gone
- Usain BOLT Faster than lightning
- Andy CAVE Learning to breathe
- Peter CROUCH Walking tall
- Anne FRANK Diary of a young girl
- Bear GRYLLS Mud, sweat and tears
- Steve JOBS The man who thought different
- Ledley KING King
- Adeline Yen MAH Chinese Cinderella
- Andy MCNAB Bravo two zero
- Malala YOUSAFZAI I am Malala
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